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VIDEO

KEYS TO ROCK YOUR  NEXT5



Want to go Facebook LIVE but not sure how to start?

Whether you're a newbie or a veteran, this essential

checklist will help you broadcast like a pro.

PRIME UP YOUR AUDIENCE

Example: "Hey friends! Tomorrow at 9PM EST we
will be going LIVE to unveil our newest craft
cocktail! Join us so you can see how to make this
crowd pleaser at your next party."

Create posts or quick videos to inform your
audience that you will be going LIVE. Share the
VALUE of watching the LIVE video, what will be
covered, what they will learn/see/experience! 

KEEP THE VIDEO STEADY

We love these products:
Handheld Stabilizer: 3-Axis Gimbal Stabilizer
Tripod with Bluetooth Remote: UBeesize 51"
Extendable Tripod Stand with Bluetooth Remote

People love roller-coasters but not while watching a
video. You'll want to act natural and be yourself which
means holding your device will result in movement.
Invest in a tripod or stabilizer to keep your feeling
invested not nauseous. 

REVIEW YOUR CONTENT

Write these out beforehand and practice:
The Hook: start the video with your "hook." This should be a statement powerful enough to
keep them watching. Provide a value that they don't want to miss!
The Intro: quickly dive into who you are, why they should listen, and what you are about to
teach/show them. You are the guide for them, show them the way!
The Content: be confident and deliver what you promised. Talk slowly and look right into
the camera like you are talking to a friend.
The Summary: provide a quick recap of what you've talked about. Briefly review what you
just taught them or experienced with them.
The Call-To-Action: this is when you "ask for the sale." Do you want them to buy? Visit your
website? Subscribe? Be clear about what you want and then ask them to do it.
Have fun! If you're passionate about your video content, the energy you project will be
transferred to your audience. That will keep them engaged and keep them coming back
for more! PRO TIP: Be sure to let them know if you have something coming up soon!
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Staying on track, delivering a great message, and getting results will require having a
PLAN. Here are the 6 content segments to ensure you deliver a  sensational LIVE video.

DELIVER A CLEAR MESSAGE

Indoor Video
Use rooms that are small and carpeted for best
sound quality.
Stand with window light on your face.

 
Outdoor Video:

Stay out of windy or crowded areas were you will
be competing with background noise.
Use earbuds/headphones to get the best sound.

You are ready to present a GREAT message. Let's
make sure they will see and hear it too!

WIN WITH STRONG WIFI

Wifi Quality:
Make sure your WiFi connection provides your
device an upload speed of at least 2.5mbps.
SpeedTest.net will test your speed for FREE.
Make sure it is not a shared WiFi signal. Will a co-
worker start watching a movie on the same Wifi
connection while you are LIVE?

Remember that you are streaming LIVE video and
that takes some strong bandwidth. Here is how to
make sure there no interuptions.

Be confident in your social marketing skills, become a Socialight Insider! 
 

Visit www.GetSocialight.com to join TODAY!


